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Abstract  Generally, in nature, non-human creatures perform adaptive behaviors to external environment they are 
living in. i.e. animals have to keep alive by improving their intelligent behavioral ability to be adaptable to their 
living environmental conditions. This paper presents an investigational comparative overview on adaptive behaviors 
associated with two diverse biological systems (Neural and Non-Neural). In more details, intelligent behavioral 
performance of Ant Colony System (ACS) in order to reach optimal solution of Traveling Sales-man Problem (TSP) 
is considered. That's investigated herein versus concepts of adaptive behavioral learning concerned with some 
animals (cats, dogs, and rats), in order to keep survive. More precisely, investigations of behavioral observations 
tightly related to suggested animals, supposed to obey discipline of biological information processing. So, Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) modeling is a relevant tool to investigate such biological system observations. Moreover, an 
illustrative brief of ACS optimal intelligent behaviors to solve TSP is presented. Additionally, considering effect of 
noisy environment on learning convergence, an interesting analogy between both proposed biological systems is 
introduced. Finally, performance of three learning algorithms shown to be analogously in agreement with behavioral 
concepts of both suggested biological systems' performance. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, research work for investigational analysis of 

behavioral intelligence & learning phenomena, is 
considered as an interdisciplinary challenging issue.. Such 
research field is concerned with behavioral learning 
performance observed by two diverse non-human 
creatures (Neural and Non-Neural biological systems) [1]. 
in this work The performance of non-neural system 
considered is the intelligent behavioral Ant Colony 
System (ACS) in order to reach optimal solution of 
Traveling Sales-man Problem (TSP) [2,3,4,5]. Principles 
of biological information processing concerned with 
learning convergence for both bio-systems have been 
compared at [6,7,8]. Herein, this work presents an 
interesting comparative overview introduced at the field of 
swarm intelligence optimization [2], versus conceptual 
view concerned with other animal's behavioral learning 
phenomenon [10,11,12,13]. In other words, an 
investigational view is presented to get insight with 
behavioral intelligence & animal learning phenomena, 
[1,4,5,11]. In more details, both biological systems are 

respectively observed by: Ant Colony System ACS while 
solving Traveling Sales-man Problem (TSP) [2] and some 
other animal creatures interacting with environment 
[12].Therein at [12], these suggested non-human creatures 
are: cats, dogs, and rats. However, more recently, one 
selected rat's behavioral learning model has been 
introduced in comparison with ACS's behavioral learning 
model [8]. Interestingly, ACS as well as other animals is 
commonly behaved interactively with their external 
environment on the bases of biological hypothesis: 
"Creatures have a tendency to behave adaptively in order 
to keep survive." [13]. 

Briefly, analysis of obtained results by such recent 
research work leads to discovery of some interesting 
analogous relations among presented behavioral learning 
paradigms [12]. That concerned with observed resulting 
errors, time responses, and noisy disturbed outputs, versus 
number of trials, training dataset vectors, and number of 
processing agents [14,15]. As examples of such agents are: 
generations in evolutionary genetic algorithms [16,17], 
neural cells in hippocampus brain area [18,19,20,21], and 
ants in ACS. Any of proposed learning systems (modeled 
or natural) are differently classified as either neural or non 
neural bio-system, [6]. That is in addition to different 
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nature of measuring learning parameters directing systems 
to required optimal output [3]. 

However, it seems to observe diversity of behavioral 
learning curves performance (till reaching optimum state) 
for proposed biological systems, both are similar to each 
other (considering normalization of performance curves) 
[3,12]. In other words, behavioral intelligence & learning 
performance phenomena carried out by both biological 
systems are characterized by there adaptive behavioral 
responses to their living environmental conditions. . So, 
those phenomena consider input stimulating actions 
provided by external environmental conditions versus 
adaptive reactions carried by creatures, [9,10,11,13].  

The rest of paper is organized as follows. At next 
section, revising of generalized ANN learning model for 
unsupervised learning paradigm is presented [22]. A 
review for performance of some animals' adaptive 
behavioral phenomenon is shown at section three. At 
fourth section, detailed comparison between 
environmental noise effects on behavioral learning 
performance for both biological systems is illustrated. 
This effect is compared considering optical character 
recognition (OCR) performed by an autonomous ANN 
model versus ACS optimization for solving Traveling 
Sales-man Problem TSP. At fifth section, brief 
mathematical description for rat's reconstruction (pattern 
recognition) problem compared with ACS optimization 
process is introduced at [8]. Obtained results by 
experimental animal learning work, genetic engineering 
algorithm, and a review of Karhunen-Loeve theory 
searching for principal component analysis (PCA) are 
presented at sixth section. By more details, three learning 
algorithms are considered, namely parallel genetic 
algorithm (for pattern classification) [16,17], least mean 
square (LMS) algorithm of error correction, [22], and 
modified Hebbian algorithm (Oja's rule) applied to search 
for (PCA), [24,25,26]. All of these learning algorithms 
have shown to be performed analogously as ACS solving 
optimally TSP. Finally, some conclusions and valuable 
discussion are given at the last seventh section.  

2. Revising of Ann Learning Model 
 The shown model at Figure 1 in below simulates 

observed behavioral learning phenomenon associated with 
non-human creatures. There observed learning 
performance is evaluated while there adaptive interaction 
with external environment they are living in. This figure 
originated on the basis of the work of Fukaya, M., et al. 
published in 1988 at [13]. 

Hidden Layer Out. NeuronEnvironment ∑

ANNStimulus 
Vector

)(ne

)(ny )(nd)(nx

+ -

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of generalized ANN modeling for supervised 
and unsupervised paradigms, adapted from [22] 

The error vector at any time instant (n) observed during 
learning processes (in case of supervised paradigm) is 
given by: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )e n y n d n= −  (1) 

Where 
)(ne : Error correcting signal controlling adaptively 

)(ny : The output signal of the model 

)(nd : Numeric value(s) of the desired /objective 
parameter of learning process (generally as a vector). 

Noting that )(ne vector will not be taken into 
consideration for the case of unsupervised learning 
paradigm.  

Referring to above Figure 1, following four equations 
describes dynamics of learning performance 

 ( ) ( ) ( )T
k j kjV n X n W n=  (2) 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )n nv v
k k k ky n j V n (1 e ) / (1 e )λ λ− −= = − +  (3) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )k k ke n d n y n= −  (4) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )kj kj kjW n 1 W n DW n+ = +  (5) 

Where: 
X…… ………the input vector, 
W……………the weight vector,  
ϕ……………. the activation function, 
y …………… the output, 
ek ……………the error value,  
λ …………… the gain factor suggested for ANN 

modeling, and 
dk ……… …. .the desired output value. 
Noting that ∆Wkj(n) represents dynamical change of 

weight vector value. 
The above four equations (2-5), are commonly applied 

for both (supervised, and unsupervised) learning 
paradigms. However, for our considerations to 
autonomously unsupervised learning paradigm ; synaptic 
connectivity changes at any time instant (n) , are given by 
synaptic weight vector value W , which dynamically 
presented as follows:  

 ( ) ( ) ( )kj k jDW n hy n  x n=  (6) 

where η is the learning rate value during unsupervised 
learning process. This equation (6), presents Hebbian 
unsupervised learning rule that relevant to simulate 
realistically behavioral animal learning.  

3. Animals' Behavioral Learning Models  
This section presents a review of behavioral learning 

phenomenon observed after a set of psycho-experimental 
work carried on two animal types: cats, and dogs. Those 
experiments had been performed - about one century ago- 
by Thorndike and Pavlov [9,10] on cats, and dogs 
respectively. While analyzing of experimental results 
obtained , our presented study herein, came to conclusion 
that: all considered animals (cats, dogs, and rats) obey 
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learning behaviorism approach based upon unsupervised 
learning paradigm [9].  

Simulation of two experimental work obtained by 
Pavlov and Thorndike have been recently published [2,3]. 
The following figure presence the normalized 
performance for both experimental works. This set of 
psycho-experimental work 

referred to behavioral learning approach is adopted 
through trials and errors repeated cyclic steps (learning 
epochs), [22] Referring to original obtained results after 
the work of Thorndike & Pavlov, both results are 
normalized to unity value, resulting in two learning curves 
given at Figure 2. 

Based on normalized experimental results, relationships 
between learning achievements (outputs) and subsequent 
training cycles are shown at Figure 2. Learning 
performance curves could be generally presented 
mathematically as a set of hyperbolic curves relation as 
follows: 

  ( )t n
nβ
α

=  (7) 

Where α and β are arbitrary positive constants. These 
constants possibly have changeable values, in accordance 
with various individual differences performance.  

 

Figure 2. Illustrates the comparison between Pavlovian and Thorndikian 
work. The comparison considers normalized results after application of 
ANN simulation adapted from [3] 

Similarly, the following figure given in below (Figure 3) 
illustrates learning performance of a rat while solving 
some reconstruction (pattern recognition) problem inside 
figure eight (8) maze. The graph shown at that figure 
represents recognition error versus number of place field 
cells (at hippocampus rat's brain area). That performance 
curve converged to fixed Cramer Rao. bound. (limiting 
value). However, this bounding limit (of minimum error 
value) is analogous to minimum time response 
corresponding to maximum number of trials limit by 
referring to above Figure 2. More precisely, by increasing 
of training cycles, shown learning algorithms tend to fixed 
limiting values (for time response). That is considering 
normalized value of number of trials and corresponding 
response times (for both experimental work of Pavlov and 
Thorndike). Conclusively, increasing of neuron cells 

cooperating in solving reconstruction (pattern recognition) 
problem, is analogous to increase in number of training 
cycles. However, as mean error in solution decreased (till 
reaching Cramer-Rao bounding limit), is analogous to 
minimum time response at Figure 2.  

 

Figure 3. The dashed line indicate the approach to Cramer-Rao bound 
based on Fisher information adapted from [23] 

4. Noisy Environment Effect on Learning 
Performance 

In natural real world, ideal (noiseless) learning 
environment is not realistically available. Usually, 
environmental observed learning and /or recognition data 
are vulnerable to be contaminated by either external or 
internal noisy conditions. Creatures having a tendency to 
behave adaptively in order to keep survive, they should be 
able to perform well recognition of all there environmental 
features of objects and/or other creatures (i.e. predators or 
victims….etc.). At this section, optical character 
recognition (OCR) process considered to simulate 
environmental learning and /or recognition performed by 
animals. Consequently, analysis of environmental noise 
illustrates its effects on both biological systems (during 
their adaptive behavioral learning) are comparatively 
introduced. Firstly, concerned with (OCR) process 
artificial neural network (ANN) applied for using self-
organized learning paradigm. Secondly, deals Ant Colony 
Systems (ACS) used for solving traveling salesman 
problem (TSP) optimally. 

4.1. Effect of Noise on OCR Processes [14] 
In nature, optical character recognition OCR as well as 

pattern recognition processes observed to be carried out 
under no ideal environmental condition (under effect of 
noisy data). Interestingly, obtained simulation results for 
OCR. 

Under different environmental noisy levels are given in 
a tabulated form at Table 1. Noting that, noise effect is 
measured by signal to noise ratio value (S/N) versus the 
number of training cycles (T) till reaching learning 
convergence. Conclusively, relation between number of 
training cycles' values and noisy levels of environmental 
data (for the case of unsupervised learning paradigm) is 
illustrated well at Figure 4. 
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Referring to that figure, learning convergence time T in 
cycles (n), inversely proportional to signal to noise ratio 
values (S/N). 

Table 1. Illustrates the effect of noise on learning of convergence 
given by the relation between number of training cycles versus (s/n) 
ratio 

S/N ratio 5 10 20 
T cycles 82 61 47 

 

Figure 4. Graphical presentation for learning performance under noisy 
conditions with reference to Table 1 adapted from [12] 

Referring to Figure 5 given in below, some simulation 
results relating the number of training cycles (on the 
average), after learning convergence, versus learning rate 
values are shown. 

 

Figure 5. Illustrates the average (of statistical distribution) for learning 
response time (number of iteration cycles) for different learning rate 
values (eta) 

It is worthy noting that statistical variations (on the 
average) relating learning rate values versus 
corresponding learning convergence (response) time. That 
time is measured by the number of iteration cycles. 
Referring to above Figure 5, obtained output results (of 
response time) corresponding to the learning rate values 
(0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8), are given respectively, as (330, 
170, 120, 80, and 40) iteration training cycles. 
Conclusively, convergence time (number of training 
cycles) is inversely proportional to the corresponding 
learning rate values. Moreover, relating both figures in the 
above (Figure 4 & Figure 5), it interesting to remark that 

under more noisy environmental conditions, learning rate 
tends to have lower value. Conversely, creatures that 
perform learning rate improvement by interaction with 
environment imply increase of their stored experience. 
Consequently, such creatures have become capable of 
responding spontaneously to input environmental stimuli 
in optimal manner, [15].  

4.2. Effect of Noise on ACS Optimization [27] 
Referring to [27], the following noisy transition 

probability formula is shown at equation (8). However, 
details about more of its parametric variables are referred 
to above reference. This probability indicates the effect of 
noise power on the convergence of ant colony system to 
optimum solution. 

  (8) 
Where β is a parameter determent the relative importance 
of pheromone substance versus distance (β > 0). 

Allowed = {j: j ε tabuk} and εij (σ) is a noise function 
(random variable with zero mean and standard deviation 
σ). 

α a pheromone decay parameter and ηij heuristic 
function.  

This probability indicates the effect of noise power on 
the convergence of ant colony system to optimum solution. 
The performance of ACS to reach optimum solution under 
noisy condition is given in two forms. That are tabulated 
at Table 2, and graphically shown at Figure 6, as follows. 

Table 2. Relation between average no of cycles needed to reach 
optimum solution versus signal to noise ratio values 

S/N ratio 1 10 20 

T cycles 100 50 30 

 

Figure 6. Illustrates graphical presentation for reach optimal solution of 
TSP under noisy conditions by referring to Table 2 

It is noticed that lower (S/N) values lead to significant 
worsening of the ACS performance to search optimum 
solution [14]. The given above two Table 1 & Table 2 are 
comparatively illustrated graphically at Figure 3, and 
Figure 4 respectively. As a direct conclusion from above 
results is that interesting relation between cooperation and 
optimum solution convergence as follows. Referring to 
Figure 7 shown in below, the relation between tour 
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lengths versus the CPU time is given. It is observed the 
effect of ant cooperation level on reaching optimum 
(minimum tour). Obviously, as level of cooperation 
among ants increases (better communication among ants) 
the CPU time needed to reach optimum solution is 
decreased. So, that optimum solution is observed to be 
reached (with cooperation) after 300 (msec) CPU the 
while that solution is reached after 600 (msec) CPU time 
(without cooperation). 

 

Figure 7. Cooperating ants find better solutions in a shorter time, on the 
average 25 runs. The number of ants was set to m=4, adapted from [27] 

In other words, by different levels of cooperation 
(communication among ants) the optimum solution is 
reached after CPU time τ placed somewhere between 
above two limits 300-650 (msec). Referring to [4,27], 
cooperation among processing agents (ants) is a critical 
factor affecting ACS performance as illustrated at above 
Figure 7 So, the number of ants required to get optimum 
solution differs in accord with cooperation levels among 
ants. This number is analogous to number of trials in OCR 
process. Moreover, the signal to noise ratio is observed to 
be directly proportional to leaning rate parameter in self 
organized ANN models [20]. That implies the increase of 
stored experience due to learning by interaction with 
environment [21]. 

5. ACS Optimization Versus Rat's 
Reconstruction Problem 

Referring to [23], the timing of spikes in a population 
of neurons can be used to reconstruct a physical variable is 
the reconstruction of the location of a rat in its 
environment from the place fields of neurons in the 
hippocampus of the rat. In the experiment reported here, 
the firing part-terns of 25 cells were simultaneously 
recorded from a freely moving rat, [18]. The place cells 
were silent most of the time, and they fired maximally 
only when the animal’s head was within restricted region 
in the environment called its place field [19]. The 
reconstruction problem was to determine the rat’s position 
based on the spike firing times of the place cells.  

Bayesian reconstruction was used to estimate the 
position of the rat in the Figure 8 maze shown in above 
Figure 2, that according to [11]. Assume that a population 
of N neurons encodes several variables (x1, x2 ……), 
which will be written as vector x. From the number of 

spikes n=(n1,n2,…….nN) fired by the N neurons within a 
time interval τ , we want to estimate the value of x using 
the Bayes rule for conditional probability:  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x | n n | x x / nP P P P=  (9) 

That is by assuming independent Poisson statistics of 
spike. The final formula reads 

 
11

( | ) ( ) ( ) exp ( )
N N

ni

ii
P x n kP x fi x fi xτ

==

   
= −     

  
∑∏  (10) 

Where k is a normalization constant, P (x) is the prior 
probability, and fi (x) is the measured tuning function, i.e. 
the average firing rate of neuron i for each variablevalue x. 
The most probable value of x can thus be obtained by 
finding the x that maximizes P (x|n), namely, 

 ˆ arg max ( | )x P x n=  (11) 

By sliding the time window forward, the entire time 
course of x can be reconstructed from the time varying-
activity of the neural population. The above equation for 
solving reconstruction problem (corresponding to the most 
probable value of x) seems to be very similar to the 
equation searching for optimum solution considering TSP 
reached by ACS (for random variable S) as follows. 

  (12) 
where τ(r,u) is the amount of pheromone trail on edge 
(r,u), η(r,u) is a heuristic function, which was chosen to be 
the inverse of the distance between cities r and u, β is a 
parameter which weighs the relative importance of 
pheromone trail and of closeness, q is value chosen 
randomly with uniform probability in [0, 1], q0 (0 ≤q0≤1) 
is a parameter, Mk is memory storage for k ants activities, 
and S is a random variable selected according to some 
probability distribution [1,4]. 

6. Conceptual Analogy for Three 
Learning Algorithms Versus ACS 
Optimization 

This section introduces conceptual analogous features 
considering three deferent adaptive learning algorithms. 
Namely, they are parallel genetic algorithm, least mean 
square (LMS) error algorithm, and modified Hebbian 
algorithm (Oja's rule) applied to search for principal 
component analysis (PCA). These three learning 
algorithms are briefly introduced at following sub-sections 
6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. 

6.1. Parallel Genetic Algorithm [17] 
The following figure shows the relations between 

increasing of generations' number versus the 
misclassification error. It is observed that the given graph 
behaves similarly as ant colony optimization solution for 
TSP at Figure 7, given in the above. 
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Figure 8. Illustrates decay curve for misclassification error value versus 
the increase of generation in parallel genetic algorithm (for some 
constant population size) adapted from [17] 

6.2. Least Mean Square LMS Algorithm [22]  
The following figure presents the learning convergence 

process for least mean square error as used for training of 
ANN models [22]. It is clear that this process performed 
similarly as ACS searching for minimum tour when 
solving TSP. Additionally, it obeys the performance 
observed during psycho experimental work carried for 
animal learning [1].  

 

Figure 9. Idealized learning curve of the LMS algorithm adapted from 
[22] 

6.3. Oja's Rule Algorithm Searching For PCA 
[15,25] 

Referring to the statistical nature of learning processes, 
[24], a dynamic recognition system is presented. This 
system is based on the principal component analysis (PCA) 
or Karhunen-Loeve transform which is a mathematical 
way of determining that linear transformation of a sample 
of points in N-dimensional space which exhibits the 
properties of the sample most clearly along the coordinate 
axes. Along the new axes the sample variances are 
extremes (maxima and minima), and uncorrelated. The 
name comes from the principal axes of an ellipsoid (e.g. 
the ellipsoid of inertia), which are just the coordinate axes 
in question. Additionally that system continuously 
enlarges in real time, and it is possible to recompute PCA 
using an iterative gradient search method [25]. This 
iterative steps (computing eigen values λi) corresponds to 
increasing of eigen vectors (ei) rank, derived from some 
randomized data set.  

The following figure illustrates the conversion of 
searching process to obtain PCA for a given randomized 
data set vectors. At this figure it is noticed that, the 

magnitude of λi equals the variance in the data set that is 
spanned by its corresponding ei. So, it is obvious that 
higher order eigenvectors account for less energy in the 
approximation of data set since their eigen value have low 
magnitude corresponding to better signal to noise ratio 
(S/N).Additionally. shown figure in below agrees with 
learning performance of other dynamical biophysical 
model for synaptic plasticity that simulates conditional 
principal component analysis CPCA, [15].  

 

Figure 10. Obtained ordered eigenvalues of data set randomized vectors 
adapted from [26] 

7. Conclusions and Discussions 
However, the presented work is mainly concerned with 

non-human creatures, modeling of human learning 
performance and memorization has been considered at 
some recently published research work [8,28]. 
Additionally, comparative analogy of quantified learning 
creativity in humans versus behavioral learning 
performance of some animals is suggested at [12]. The 
main conclusion of this presented work is that behavioral 
intelligence & learning phenomena is based on biological 
information processing and originated by adaptive 
(unsupervised) behavioral response during learning by 
interaction with environment [13]. The mathematical 
interpretation of that learning phenomenon is given by 
modified Hebbian learning rule as shown at the above 
section 2 and Figure 1. That is by autonomous training of 
random data set in accordance with the statistical nature of 
behavioral learning processes. All of above leaning 
algorithms seem commonly closely related (at different 
levels) to solving of pattern recognition problem. 
Moreover, the noticed decay of eigenvalues is analogous 
to decrease of error (learning convergence) at some 
learning models. That case is analogous to time response 
(for some other models) and minimum optimum distance 
for ACS model. Additionally Cramer Rao bound and 
minimum values of LSM algorithm are analogous to each 
other. Also, the increase of CPU time is analogous to the 
increase of stored experience [2,8]. That means by number 
of trails at Pavlov and Thorndike work, the store 
experience correspondence to increase of number of 
neurons at rat's hippocampus brain area considering 
pulsed neural system. Finally the obtained result are 
encouraging for reaches to build up realistic practical 
models. Finally, considering above learning paradigms 
and the adopted introduced conceptual view, this opens 
future research (Integrating Science & Technology) to 
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simulate systematic investigations for biological 
observations. That is concerned with behavioral learning 
phenomena for similar creatures' communities including 
all types of non-human and human creatures as well. 
[3-8,12,20,28,29,30].. 
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